Abstract-Eye is one of the most vital organs of human body. Despite being small in size, humans cannot see the life around them without it. Human eye is protected by a thin covering termed as conjunctiva which protects the eye from dust particles. It plays the role of lubricant in the eye which prevents any sort of friction in opening and closing of eye. Broadly there are two kinds of conjunctiva: bulbar and palpebral. The membrane covering the inner portion of eyelids is termed as palpebral conjunctiva and the one covering the outside portion of the eye is called as bulbar conjunctiva (white portion of eye).Due to the dilation of blood vessels the white portion of the eye also termed as sclera becomes red in color. This condition is also termed as hyperemia. The study of this development is vital in diagnosis of various pathologies. It could be result of some trauma, injury or other eye related diseases which needs to be identified for timely treatment. Enormous amount of studies have been done to study the structure and functionality of human eye. This paper highlights the work done so far for measuring the level of redness in the eye using various methodologies ranging from statistical ways to machine learning techniques and proposes a methodology using Matlab and Convolutional neural network to automate this evaluation process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conjunctival Hyperemia results due to the engorgement of blood vessel in the sclera of the eye. Due to this there is accumulation of blood in the vessels which makes them thicker in size in terms of width. The severe the injury, the more engorgement it results into. As the circumference of the blood vessels gets increased, it results into redness of the affected area. Depending upon how serious the trauma is the level of redness varies. It could range from slight red to severe red. Scholars have worked out various ways of measuring the degree of redness. An effective methodology to measure this is important for diagnosis of various other eye related pathologies. The most important factors that help clinicians to classify hyperemia are degree of redness, hue of the colour and location of the vasodilation [1] . The accurate interpretation of bulbar redness can identify various pathologies like morning eye congestion, bacterial conjunctivitis, dry eye [2] , trauma due to prolonged use of contact lenses, iritis and other severe infections [1] [3] . It is also a well know side effect of glaucoma treatment [4] .Because of these symptoms, patients suffering from the glaucoma drugs often discontinue the treatment [5] .Timely and correct diagnosis of these conditions can further reduce any damage to the eye and also help in treatment plan. From last two decades researchers have been working to scale the redness level of the eye in the best possible ways. Most of the work is focussed on subjective analysis of bulbar conjunctivitis using methodologies that involved verbal classifications of redness and/or through pictorial representation. Later the concept of image processing was used extensively to remove the subjective dependency in scaling the redness and various automated approach were presented. This study presents the journey of scaling the hyperemia from manual approach to automated approach by various scholars. The objective of this paper is to analyse the work done so far in the clinical assessment of redness. The paper is organised into various sections: Section II briefly highlights the subjective assessment of hyperemia. In Section III detail research in objectively scaling the hyperemia is mentioned. Section IV highlights potential new way of assessing the redness. Results and conclusion are presented in Sections V and VI.
II. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF HYPEREMIA
Ocular surface assessment is a routine procedure and one of the common methods to do it is subjective observation and description [6] . Assessment of bulbar redness is quite difficult owing to the contrast of repeat assessment among different clinicians over a period of time [7] [8] [9] . Also various internal and external factors make the subjective analysis much unreliable and results varies from observer to observer [10] . Clinical grading can be performed using at least two general approaches. One that involves the brightness of the eye and other that is based on the various features of the vessels of the concerned area. [8] Paul highlighted the features like vessel tortuosity, number of vessels in the area of study and the diameter of the blood vessels to measure bulbar redness. The clinical assessment of bulbar conjunctivitis is subjective in nature [11] and is poorly understood. It is primarily based on grading scales. The challenge in grading is that the grades themselves are poorly described and moreover due to the varying learning abilities, it is not clear how clinicians grade the redness [10] [12] . The early scale developed was photography based McMonnies/ChapmanDavies scale, which graded conjunctival hyperemia on six levels. [13] It was quite useful for clinical application but was restricted to contact lens wearers. The scale established that hyperemia in soft lens wearer is relatively high as compared to hard lens wearer. Further CCLRU standards (cornea and contact lens research unit), which was earlier termed as IER scale (the Institute for Eye Research scale) was developed [14] . This scale highlighted the clinical performance of lenses with respect to short and prolonged use [15] [16]. It graded the bulbar redness on a 5-point photographic scale where 1 stands for very slight, 2 means slight, 3 signifies moderate and 4 represents the condition as severe. The results of this scale lacked in homogeneity, either in terms of different www.ijacsa.thesai.org illumination conditions or variability of size of the area under display.Later Efron grading scale was developed which graded the severity of hyperemia on the scale of 0 to 4 [17] . But it again was limited for contact lens complications and images taken into consideration were rendered by an artist to highlight severe condition. Moreover it was not efficient in providing a continuous linear quantitative evaluation. Later validated bulbar redness scale was developed which mentioned the importance and relevance of combining psychophysical and physical attributes of a scale [18] . Range of 0-100 is being used in this scale and it is currently available in two versions. VBR [5] and VBR [10] , [19] Schulze further deployed cross-calibrated reference grades which helped in comparison of various already established grades. It proved that estimates of redness were higher on scales with shorter range. These studies covered and detected small changes in hyperemia in the affected region and also some of them were conducted on lens wearers. Bulbar redness is in some cases unevenly distributed, so it requires a methodology which can cover the entire ROI (region of interest) and generate reproducible results with automated approach. Table I summarizes the details of all the grades being used by observers to grade bulbar redness. It also shows the conversion chart of these interpolated grade developed by [20] . The table clearly indicates that no specific scale can be regarded as best or least.
III. OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF HYPEREMIA
Looking at the limitation of subjective assessment and its drawbacks in producing varying results, made the scholars work towards finding an objective, continuous and automated way of assessing bulbar redness. Image processing and analysis have been explored by scholars from last two decades to avoid the dependency on subjective grading of hyperemia. With the evolution of computer and sophisticated softwares, this approach of automation gained prominence. Initial study [21] in this area resulted in a semi-automated approach which showed that a variation of only 5% was there when the same portion of the same eye was analyzed at different times. Also it resulted in less than 0.02% variation of the same negative when subjected to repeated analysis. Later in [22] an algorithm was proposed which performed computer based image analysis using image smoothing and edge detection methods. It could grade minor to moderate degree of hyperemia and showed a correlation coefficient of 0.6. But the photographs with poor sharpness were not well suited for this analysis. Further an automated approach based on image analysis was proposed which took into consideration mean relative redness and blood vessel area ratio of the affected eye [23] . It reduced the dependence on operator but incurred costs in terms of hardware and software.Some proposed techniques later could differentiate slight change in diurnal cycle [24] . Some but not all methods demonstrated high level of correlation with subjective gradings [25] . Also the work took into consideration relatively smaller patch and therefore was different from clinical grading as in clinical grading both nasal as well as temporal area are considered. In [26] an automated estimator was developed for conjunctival hyperemia using multivariate regression technique. The correlation coefficients for nasal side were 0.98 and for temporal side was 0.96. But the study took into consideration very less features. Later [27] proposed an estimator which established the relationship between clinical grading and quantitative aspects of conjunctiva images. The study focussed on elimination of irreproducibility and inconsistency of the clinical ratings in order to get accurate and consistent results. Though the proposed estimator reliably predicted median clinical grades www.ijacsa.thesai.org but the results were not linear for higher grades of bulbar redness. Another study [28] proposed the use of image analysis to quantify changes in hyperemia. Techniques like color extraction, edge detection and thresholding were used to have a higher level of repeatability. In [29] another objective method was performed to measure bulbar redness using Spectrascan650 Photometer by Photo Research. This study drew comparisons between objectively measuring hyperemia through photometric method with standard grading techniques. Further [30] establishedobjective grading methods which were sensitive and more reliable in detecting and monitoring ocular surface changes. Regression analysis was used to establish correlation between subjective grades and objective measures.
Later in [31] scientists looking into the tedious and time consuming job of grading hyperemia, proposed an automatic approach for selection of best frame for grading. The results of this automatic approach were repeatable, objective and less time consuming. The frames were selected by taking into consideration features like lightness, non-blurriness, or high contrast.This work was further extended in [32] where concept of artificial neural network was incorporated to grade bulbar redness. The proposed methodology transformed the extracted features into grading scales using radial basis function network [33] and multi-layer perceptron [34] . This study implemented extraction of region of interest from best frame. Later various features were computed from region of interest. Lastly artificial neural network was used to transform these features to specialists grading scales. The study however consideredlimited set of features for evaluation. In [35] machine learning techniques like regression and classification were used and their results were compared in grading the red eye. In another study [36] focus was on considering image processing by implementing image segmentation in the evaluation of redness.
Though the objective assessment of bulbar redness has proved to be less time consuming by reducing the involvement of clinical judgement. Still there is a constant need of features extraction involved, which are further transformed into the grading scales. The objectivity thus still is biased on the features selected. The study presented in this paper automatized the entire process of differentiating healthy eye from red eye by extracting the color intensity from the eye and feeding this extracted image to convolution neural network.
IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection
Twenty eight images of bulbar redness were used and twenty eight images of healthy eyes were used. The images were captured throughthree step slit lamp model number HUVITZ 500N using CANON EOS 1300Dcamera attached to it by vision centre of school of health sciences. The images were imported through the software HIS500N (HUVITZ imaging slit lamp).
B. Color Extraction from Input Image using MATLAB
The coloured images of red and healthy eyes were acquired from vision centre. The images were then read through imread () function [37] of MATLAB. The function returns the input image in the form of array. The color image is returned in the form of three dimensional matrix. After application of various functions of MATLAB, the white color from these input images was extracted using the image processing toolkit of MATLAB. Initial requirement of image processing task is to have a coloured image referred to as RGB image. The RGB format of the image is stored as m*n*3 matrix that defines red, green and blue color component for each pixel. The red, green and blue color channels are extracted from the original image. They are stored as three independent two dimensional matrix for each color channel. Further a threshold value is defined to extract the white portion from all these three two dimensional matrix. The binary image [38] [39] [40] is finally generated where each color channel has value greater than the threshold value. Fig. 1 shows the extracted white portion of the healthy eye. Fig. 2 shows that in case of severe red eye there is minimal white portion. Vol. 10, No. 7, 2019 528 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Algorithm for colour extraction from images
C. Binary Images fed to Convolutional Neural Network 1) Convolutional neural network:
Convolutional neural network is a special kind of neural network which can work on images ranging from one dimensional, two dimensional to three dimensional. Simple neural network doesn't stand good on feature extraction and feature learning. On the hand CNN works efficiently on excellent feature extraction and learning. The advantage of ConvNet over regular neural network is that it considers every input as image. This consideration helps in creating the architecture in much better way. The neurons of the CNN are arranged in three dimensions w*h*d, where w is the width, h is the height and d is the depth. For an RGB image depth is 3. Each corresponding to red, green and blue color channel.The Convolutional neural network consist of the three main layers. [41] Convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer. The Convolutional layer is the core of the network that does maximum of the work [42] . The purpose of this layer is to extract high level features from the input image, this is achieved by striding the filter/ kernel over the input image. A kernel is a matrix whose size depends upon the input image being processed. If the image is having multiple channels then the depth of the kernel is same as that of the input image. Convolutional layer doesn't restrict to only one, the network can have many convolutional layer as per need. Further ReLU (rectified linear unit) is applied to the output of convolved layer. Its main purpose is to minimize the computation time [43] . Similar to the convolutional layer the pooling layer main task is to reduce the size of the convolved image. The most popular being the max pooling method [44] . It helps in extracting the dominant features by selecting the maximum value from the portion of image covered by kernel. At the end the output is flattened and fed to the fee forward neural network and backpropagation is applied. After number of iteration the model is able to classify the features.
2) CNN based classifier:
We have now a self-curated dataset consisting of extracted -white‖ portions from human eyes. The goal of this classifier is to classify input image of human eye in two categories, i.e. -Red‖ or -Healthy‖. The proposed model start-off by splitting the dataset into training set (75%) and testing set (25%), followed by augmenting the images in the training set. The image augmentation techniques included rotation, width shifting, height shifting, shear transformation, zoom, and horizontal flipping [45] . The whole dataset was normalized, and the images were resized to a size of 28 x 28. For the purpose of training a model, we used Convolutional Neural Networks. A convolutional neural network learns Spatial Dependencies for the representation of images. The convolutional layer makes use of filters, also known as kernels, to form a matrix by sliding the filter over the input image and computing the dot product. This matrix is called a -Convolved Feature Map‖ or simply -Feature Map‖. The feature map is directly influenced by Pooling and Strides. Pooling progressively reduces the spatial size of input images. This further reduces the amount of computations. We make use of Max Pooling in the training of our model. Secondly, Stride refers to the number of pixel shifts that a kernel is supposed to make while extracting features from the image representation. Moving on to the architecture, a Sequential neural network was developed that consisted of the following layers:  Flatten-The output from second pooling layer is flattened into a 1D array  A fully connected layer consisting of 500 nodes.
 Another ReLu activation layer  Finally, the output layer consisting of a single node with Softmax activation function.
The dataset was trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 32. The model was compiled using -Adam‖ optimizer [46] [47] with an initial learning rate of 0.001, further decaying at the rate of 1e-5. The results were quite satisfying. After a total of 100 epochs, we got a training accuracy of 96.88%, with a loss of 11.9%. The validation accuracy had reached 93.33% with a validation loss of 21.83%. As can be seen, our convolutional neural network performed really well in classifying human eyes as healthy and infected (Red). We propose this model for the noble cause, so that no patient with healthy eyes is to undergo the time-consuming check-up procedure.
V. RESULTS Table II shows test results of the model for healthy eyes. The result includes an input image which was generated after extracting the white portion of the original healthy eye. The output includes the labelled results along with accuracy which we got after feeding the extracted image to our proposed CNN based model. It clearly shows that our model is able to classify well healthy test images passed to as healthy. Table III shows the output of the model for red eyes. The result includes an input image as test image without label. The output is the correct prediction of the model for red eye with high accuracy. The output images are generated with label as red.
For testing the accuracy of the model a set of 15 images of red as well as healthy eyes each were passed to the model without labels. The model predicted well in both the cases along with labels as red or healthy.
The output accuracy of Table II and Table III Graph in Fig. 4 shows the validation loss, training loss, validation accuracy and training accuracy of healthy as well as red eyes for 25 epochs, which clearly shows the efficiency of the proposed model.
VI. CONCLUSION
The main purpose of this study was to develop an effective and efficient CNN based classifier which could distinguish well between a healthy and red human eye in minimum time. The work was accomplished by using MATLAB for extraction of white portion from the eye and then feeding these images to the well-designed convolutional neural network. The CNN based model was coded in Keras, one of the efficient frameworks of Python. The results clearly indicate that our model is accurately classifying between the two types of images. This study will definitely cater to the need of rural India where the ratio of clinicians to the patients is very less. It also highlighted in this paper that neither the subjective method nor the objective method rules out the dependencies on the operators for evaluation and feature extraction. Therefore our proposed model minimizes this dependency by automatically extracting features and classifying the result in no time. 
